esos case study
This is how we helped leading greetings
cards manufacturer Hallmark become
fully compliant with the ESOS
legislation and turn a legislative
requirement into a real opportunity
to make savings

The challenge

Hallmark Cards PLC were required to comply with Phase 1 of the Energy
Savings Opportunity Scheme (ESOS) due to employing over 250 employees on
the qualification date for ESOS Phase 1 (31 December 2014). Hallmark were
one of around 10,000 UK organisations who were expected to have to comply
with ESOS in 2015; a scheme which was developed to realise the significant
opportunities for energy and cost savings for UK businesses, as well as help the
UK in meeting its challenging energy efficiency targets by 2020.
Hallmark are a leading greetings cards and gifting manufacturer in the UK and US
and are a member of Comply Direct’s packaging, WEEE and batteries compliance
schemes. Utilising Comply Direct’s expertise for all of these environmental
requirements led to a natural commission for ESOS compliance also, after being
made aware of the need to comply by their dedicated Account Management team
at Comply Direct.
ESOS runs in phases of 4 years and Hallmark have chosen to continue working
with Comply Direct for Phase 2 which has a compliance deadline of 5 December
2019.

The solution

• Audits were completed: On-site auditing was carried out at the 7 largest
Hallmark UK sites and it was identified that the significant energy users were
Halide lighting and space heating.
• ESOS evidence pack was completed: Data was compiled, opportunities
researched and solutions assessed to produce a comprehensive package of

measures containing total energy usage on-site alongside transport assessments,
advising best practice where appropriate.
• Support with compliance notification to the Environment Agency: We
provided assistance in completing the final Environment Agency submission,
providing key details required for the notification and details of the Lead
Assessor to ease the notification process.
• Opportunities found: Some of the measures identified included
implementation of heating controls, lighting refits to LED and controls, HGV
fleet savings on 5 trucks and a move to an electric fleet. This list is not exhaustive.
With all measures implemented, the average annual cost savings recommended
amounted to over £556,000 with a payback period of approximately 3 years.

The results
Hallmark are fully compliant with the ESOS Regulations and have a host of
tailored, achievable actions to implement which will allow significant energy
reductions and cost savings.

Hallmark’s thoughts...
“Comply Direct guided us through the requirements of our ESOS submission
and it gave us greater confidence and understanding that we could meet our
legislative requirements. We found the process to be structured and informative;
and the after support in investigating areas of opportunity identified through the
ESOS process has been greatly appreciated.”
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